
CHAPTER -I 

INTRODUCTION 

Shashi Deshpande is one of the large numbers of women writers who have taken up their 

pens to create the world of women. As a result the protagonists in Dcshpande · s novels arc 

all women. It is their outlook, their perspective that is projected. Obviously all these 

women arc in relationships which Deshpandc has delineated. Deshpandc presents 

relationships as they are but the stream of consciousness of her heroines makes it clear 

how gender-oriented norms and taboos mark their experiences. All her novels arc but 

unmasking of patriarchy in difTerent garbs. They extend to the readers an insight into the 

characters voicing resistance against the di1Tercnt facets of patriarchy. llcr prollnl!ld 

perception and her shared feelings for being a woman have made it possible to bring her 

point home. She is well m"'arc of the ways a woman is viewed in Indian culture and 

society. I Ier intervention into the cultural and social representation or woman makes her 

take an active role to decode the traditional images of women. Therefore she engages in 

t-c-inscribing the images of the passive and watched women. Her principal lixus is un 

sexual and domestic structures that uphold a particularly coercive order. \V(llllcn·s 

subjection to different forms of social control marginalizes thcn1 but l!ct Lildldl·kr, 

succeed in recognizing the need for asserting their true selves. I Jcr llO\cls arc hut upcn 

ended explorations of women's experiences which help to understand the I i u.:d 

experience of Indian women. They also provide basic information about Indian \\OIIIC!l 

which help the readers to situate ami understand the dynamics of emergent lmli;m \\olncll 

in transition in a better way. This gets attested in Dcshpandc's usc of cultural 111~ tlis 

which are venerated through generations. I ler women confront them. deconstruct thclll 

and manage to squeeze their meanings which can be validated in the present context ami 

situation. Deshpande interrogates the subjectivity of women and projects the emerging 

women in her discourses. Women's subjectivity as a daughter. wife and mother may he 

found in Indian culture since ancient times. Indian society still remains basically 

patriarchal. At present interventions like Deshpande's prove that women no longer \\(!Ill 

to remain in their subjected position. The desire to do away with the shackles of ·good

wii'Chood' syndrome was also there since ancient times as Rajcswari Sunder [{:tjan pPillts 

out: 



If we seek a more radical repudiation of the entire syndrome of 'good wildwod' 

of which the act of Sati is only an item, we shall find it in the lives and works o!' 

the women Bhakta poets of India. These women-saints, mystics, poets- had to 

make lite-choices: their devotion to god came into conf1ict with their sexuality 

and with the lit~ of domesticity, both of which were normally regulated by the 

institution of marriage. They resolved this coni1ict by either bypassing marriage 

altogether, or once married, opting out of marital commitment. Here too we must 

be careful not to read their poetry as feminist credos. The ideological structure o!' 

the man-woman relationship is not itself displaced: the god of these women 

poets is male, cast as lover, husband, father or child, frequently indeed the !irs! 

two. so that a highly eroticized idiom is brought into play. Nevertheless. as 

Madhu Kishwar has pointed out. hhakti did make a 'social space' available for 

women 'outrageously defied what are ordinarily considered the fundamental 

tenets of stri dharma I women's duty J - marriage and motherhood (R<~i<m l9XO: 

59). 

Marriage and motherhood still barHe Indian women. They arc strained by the conflict 

between male chauvinism and the leminist ideal fiJr equal partnership. Dcshpande \vas 

moved by the pervasive iilequality that exists in our society. Her attempts are to recogni/l' 

them in order to understand the relationship of women to men. She expressed her keling'' 

vehemently as dismissal of women's experiences moved her. Iler novels thercl'ore 

became acknowledgements of women's experiences. Deshpande represents \\Pllll'Jl •: 

thought process. subversion and their recognition of selves. She portrays assertive women 

who fight patriarchy and agencies of patriarchy like stereotype women representing 

patriarchy. 

Feminism and Deshpande 

Dcshpande's novels are not protestations of feminism as she herself says Feminism is not 

her subject as a movement. Still feminism works in her novrls in a diiTerent way: 

If I were a man and cared to know the world I lived in. I almost think it vvould 

make me a shade uneasy- the weight of that long silence of one-half the world. 

(Elizabeth Robins. in a speech to the WWSL. 1907) 
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Thus goes the epigraph of That Long Silence. And this only speaks volumes or 
Deshpande as a novelist. Though Deshpande is of the opinion that she writes without any 

specific agenda, she herself points out: 'But my ideology is going to permeate my 

writing; and my feelings, thoughts and ideas about women are very important parts ul111_\ 

ideology' (Naik 2005: 228). 

As a consequence all the protagonists of her novels arc educated, urban middle-class 

women. The reason she points out is ~ 'the people I know best are middle class'. That 

she pens the educated urban middle class woman is further clear from her own words: 

'There are three things in my early life that haw shaped me as a vvTilcr. These arc: !hat 

my father was a writer, that I was educated exdusively in English and that I was hont ;~ 

female' (Deshpande 1996: 1 07). 

Yet Deshpandc has vehemently protested to be tagged as a feminist writer or a woman 

writer for she thinks she is interested in human relationships. not just women. But very 

recently she has expressed that it took her time to accept that she is a lcminist vvriter or 

she is voicing forth woman's cause in her novels. As she says: 

I nov, have no doubts at all in saying that I am a feminist. In IllY o\\tl lilt:. l 

mean. But not consciously. as a novelist. I must also say that my Jcminisrn has 

come to me very slowly. very gradually. and mainly out of my own thinking ami 

experiences and feelings. I started writing tirst and only then discovered my 

feminism. And it was much later that I actually read books about it (IJcshpande 

1983: 26). 

llcr idea about JCminism is clearer when she says: 

Feminism is not a matter of theory. It is ditlcrent to apply Kate Millett or 

Simone de Beauvoir or whoever to the reality of our daily lives in India. And 

then there arc such terrible misconceptions about feminism by people here. 

They often think it is about burning bras and walking out on your husband. 

children or about not being married. not having children etc. I always try to 

make the point now about what feminism is not. and to say that we have to 

discover what it is in our own lives. our experiences. And I actually fcc! that a 

lot of women in India arc feminists without realizing it (Deshpande 1983: 2(J ). 
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Thus Deshpande cannot be categorized as a feminist writer in the usual Western sense. 

She writes her novels to explore the experiences of woman and not tu uphold women· s 

liberation movement. In other words, her novels are articulations of womanhood in 

Indian context not banners of feminism. She is acutely conscious or gender inequality and 

suppression of women's individuality. Her acute awareness of the unequal position ol' 

women in society is apparent in her own words about her writing: 

Most of my writing comes out of my own intense and long suppressed feelings 

about what it is to be a '.Voman in our society. it comes out of the experience of 

the difficulty of playing roles er~joined on me by society. it comes out of the 

knowledge that lam something more and something different from tile sum tot<tl 

of these roles. My writing comes out of my consciousness of the conllict 

hetween my idea of myself as a human being and the idea that society has ul.mc 

as a woman. All this makes my \\Tiling very clcariy \VOIII<Iii·s \\:ititl!: 

(Deshpande 1996: 99). 

Therefore. her protagonists arc made to revolt against the age-old dumittation. 

discrimination and subordination. What is interesting and thought-provoking is the \Vay 

they deal with their lives. They do not walk out on their husband and children rather they 

unite with the family with renc\ved courage and clear conception about the intriuttc 

nature of relationships. Dcshpandc chose to write about the experiences ol" I i IC tlJrougll 

the eyes of her protagonists. As the protagonists arc \Vomen their experiences as wotuen 

became indispensable f(H the novels. Though the experiences of her protagonists dieter 

from each other they all arc entangled with same problem of being subscrvit:nL This is 

the result of male chauvinism in the patriarchal society or India where women arc treated 

as the 'Other". A woman has to play certain roles at different stages or lik' rcnwining 

oblivious of her true self. Deshpandc shows how modern educated urban \\OillCil kn c 

tried to shake ofT the shackles or tradition and social taboos. Their education <llld 

experience have enabled them to assert their autonomy. Their indomitable spirits hav~.: 

helped them conquer many of their social impediments. 

In the subsequent chapters I have tried to examine how Dcshpande has projected Indian 

women in her novels. How in spite of her vehement protest to be a feminist writer in 

particular she has articulated characters who speak of Virginia Woolf and Betty Frcidan. 

All her characters arc victims of social injustice prevalent in Indian socict:. I ltc 
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predicament of her characters is portrayed with graphic reality. Through her novels l 

would also try to investigate the particular discriminations that women face and 

resistance that women put up in Indian society. Though she has undertaken educated 

urban middleclass characters as her heroines. they seem to represent the women of India 

in general. Their experiences, feelings, thoughts arc what every woman bees from 

childhood onwards. 

In order to demonstrate how Shashi Deshpande is rewriting Indian woman it vvould be 

relevant to trace Indian woman's image in the historical context. Before it is done in case 

of India in particular. a general reference to the evolving discourse will be worthwhile. 

In the history of human race the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have been most 

remarkable in the lives of women for these two centuries have drastically changed and 

shaped their lives all over the world. One of the leading concerns of these centuries in the 

world is the subjugation of women. Women seen as the 'Other' have come forward to 

remove the stigma of womanhood enforced on them. The striving for equality \\as voiced 

forth first by the working-class women in their demand f(x equality of wage. (iradual ly 

the urge for equality spread out in the higher classes too. In 1928 English women got the 

right to vote. This alone shows that women have been denied equality unti I recently. 

When women woke up fl·01n their slumber and voiced f()Jth their protest to achieve equal 

rights. their movement came to he known as feminism. Feminism is a mm cmcnt of 

'women. by women and for women· to achieve women's rights. It aims at sexual 

equality, eradication of sexual dominance with the goal to reach a transformed socicl\ 

where women are also considered as human beings. 

Though the history of women suffrage dates long back. the patriarchal notions and 

ideologies were challenged most frequently in the twentieth century. Virginia Woolr 

published A Room ol One's Own in 1929 and described how women arc socially and 

physically dominated by men. She argued that the patriarchal society denied space to 

women generating gender inequality. Woolf reacted vehemently how wontcn were 

considered as 'looking glass' by men and arc regarded as the 'Other·. Rchcccu West 

analysed the features of male power and reacted strongly against economic exploitations 

of working-class women. Vera Brittain was of the opinion that ideal marriage should be 

the combination of generous and intelligent comradeship. Simone de Bcauvoir made 

outstanding contribution to feminism through her The S'econd ,)'ex in 1949. I lcr opinion 
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that women arc viewed in the society as the 'second sex· or the 'Other· is analogous to 

what Woolf said that woman is seen in the society as mirror. Bcauvoir said 'one is not 

born but rather becomes a woman·. She explained how women have been given ;m 

inferior position in the male/female binary among such others as culture/nature: 

production/reproduction etc. Betty Fricdan · s The Feminine Myst icJ ue (1961) s! 1ared the 

view of Beauvoir and objected to the idea of woman as the 'Other·. Kate Millett's 

'Sexual Politics' (1970) argued that ideological indoctrination and economic inequality 

arc the causes of women's oppression. The above discussion shows how women outside 

India fought f(n· their rights and how they arc trying to achieve equality in the male

dominated society. The representation or the Third World wonwn in the feminist and 

postcolonialist discourses should also be taken into consideration. The Thi1 d World 

woman is doomed to be doubly colonized under imperial ideology and native ami foreign 

patriarchies as Leela Gandhi opines in her book Postcolonial Theon': /1 criticuf 

Introduction. She points out that critics like Sara Suleri and Spivak object to the 

marginalized accommodation of the third-world woman in the Western discourses <md 

literature. Trin. T. Minh-ha also points out how western feminist "creates an insuperable 

division between 'l-who-have-made-it and You-who-cannot-make-it"" Cl rin. T. 1\ilinh-ha 

1989: 86). Similarly Chandra Talpadc Mohanty discerns in her article ·Under Wcstcm 

Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses· that a discursive colonialism plays" 

vital part in the production of the "Third World Woman .. as a singular monolithic sul~jcct 

in some recent (Western) feminist texts· (Talpade Mohanty 1994: 196). The Third World 

Woman becomes a victim to double colonization because of the gap between the real and 

representational portrait of her. Edward Said also conceded about colonial discourse that 

the cultural privilege of the occident helps to represent the subjugated 'Other· or the 

oriental. Spivak's 'gendered subaltern· is here the 'Other· or the oriental l\.1r she lws lu 

work against a colonial legacy of patriarchy. ln the postcolonial regime Third World 

women are under imperial threat of either patriarchy or western feminist representation. 

But the Third World Feminist texts in the last few decades produced self-knowledge by 

and for Third World women. They are the authenticated version of their plight without 

misinterpretation voicing resistance in the face of patriarchal ideologies. Here also 

interpretation of the privileged about their working class sisters may invoke misreading. 

But the accounts of the middle class educated urban working women in the Third \Vorld 

by the author of the same class as is the case of Deshpande arc projections or real. lived 

experiences. 
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Image of Indian Womanhood (Historical & Theoretical Overview) 

Now the plight of women in Indian context should be discussed in respect or this project. 

Women throughout the world irrespective of class, creed and race share to an extent the 

same experiences as regards their exploitation and discrimination. They are the victims ol' 

male chauvinism and age-old traditions everywhere. In India women got the right to vote 

with the adoption of the constitution alter independence. The law and the Govcnuncnt 

safeguard their interests. But the actualities and realities of their experience arc not 

soothing at all. The image of £ndian womanhood is both awe-inspiring and ban1ing at the 

same time. Presently this image is more questioned by women themselves with their 

exposure to the world at large. 

The individuality of women in India is largely shaped by the traditional belietc.; and 

mythology. Woman is equated \Vith 'Prakriti', the Nature or the field and man puts seeds 

into it. And this Nature can be tamed and ruled by 'Purusha'. a cosmic pcrson;1lily. Tllc;c 

'Prakriti. and 'Purusha' unite through the sacred vows or wedlock and lite spriugs on 

earth to cnntinuc the jPurncy or mankind. As nature is both benevolent and fierce ~11 

times. men considered \Vomen as nature and /Cared her power and decided to control Hlld 

rule her by any means. In this respect it is pertinent to discuss the popular code ul 

conduct f(n women as stipulated hy Manu. the I Iindu lmv-givcr. Manu prc:tchcd th:•l 

women deserve no 11-ccdom: they cannot do anything independently c\Cil it~Sidc lit~·!• 

home; a female should worship her husband as Clod cvc11 if he seeks plc<~sttrc ,·):-., ... , li\.'''

etc. These codes of conduct arc the scale by which the image of \Vomcll is 111easurcd. I I 

women do not match this standard. they arc abused and outcast by society. 1\lattll 

constantly stressed 011 the in!Crioril\ o(" \Hll11Cll (tl llll'll. l'vfatHI l'urmulated the h:1sii. 

principle that all through her existence a woman must be made dependent on metJ: 

In childhood must a female be dependent on her l~1thcr: m youth. 011 her 

husband; her lord being dead, on her sons; if she lias no sons. o11 the ncar 

kinsmen or her husband; if she has no paternal kinsmen. on the sovereign: a 

woman must never seek independence. ( V. 148) 

People want to sec women in the age-old fl·ame formed bv such obsolete conducts. 

traditions and myths. The legendary ligures or Sita. Savitri. Damayanti and Draupadi <trc 

embodiments of' chastity, purity. dedication and devotion. Indian society demands th:1t 

women should incarnate thcmscl Yes i 11 these tmngcs. Thr<'lll.'-h I he ~1gc; lnd i :111 \\ 1 >11 ~<.~11 
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have tried to mould themselves according to the demands of society by self-dhcemcnt. 

A woman is revered and worshipped if she abides by the ideology of · Patibrata · 

(dedicated completely to her husband). She has been taught that she should achieve 

salvation if she can save and satisfy her husband and his family. Finally her womanhood 

gets completed when she has borne sons. Thus at different stages her different roles are 

those of a dutiful, chaste and dedicated wife and finally of the glorified and loving 

mother. She has no room of her own, no space for her own individuality and no time for 

nourishment of her emotional and intellectual self. 

Indian society boasts of exalted position of women in ancient age. In Vedic age \Vomen 

were held in high esteem. Women participated in the various social activities and took 

important role in decision making. Even women are ascribed the authorship of some 

Vedic hymns. Gargi, Maitrayee, Lopa, Apala were learned women like any man and they 

also took active part in religious and philosophical discussions. Womcn·s intellectual 

personality was valued. Marriage was not compulsory for girls. Remarriage of \vidows 

was allowed. Women were free to choose their husbands. But in later Vedic age \\otllCil 

were held under restraint. The J~unily being patriarchal women were gcm.'rally 

subordinate to men. Since important religious rituals could be pcrf(mncd only by a son. 

male children were highly prized. The prayer J(>r a male child is hnmd in !he _,lf!Jurru 

Veda. 

The birth of a girl. grant it elsewhere. 

here grant a boy. (VI, 23) 

Though in the early periods. women had choice in marriage as the story or Sit;J chousinl~ 

Ratna at a ,\'rayamvuru (self-choice ceremony) goes. ho\VC\CL later dc\clopltlcnt.s 

restricted this; choice of husband became subjected to caste. creed and parent;!l controL 

Widow Remarriage was seen as sacrilegious though at the early stages there arc 

references to widow remarriage. 'Sati', the practice of self-immolation by a \Voman on 

the death of her husband was in vogue. 

Muslim dynasties took control of Delhi by 1192. ;\ sizeable portion of Indian pupttlation 

became Muslim having converted to Islam. There came a cultural cross ICrtilization as 

rulers like Akbar adopted policy of reconciliation between llinduism and Islam. lsbmic 

women were not bound to wear veil but the institution of purdah was there. The position 



of women deteriorated altogether. Female infanticide and child marriage were practised. 

They were not allowed to move freely and were rendered completely dependent on men. 

The social and historical necessity resulted into the deplorable condition or vvomcn in the 

medieval age. In the name of protecting women· s virtue. honour ami chastity. women 

were imprisoned in the home and were pushed behind the 'purdah'. Though tll<lll) I litl<.lu 

authors emphasise that the institution of 'purdah' came with the Muslim rulers. ·the 

principle of sex segregation and seclusion of women goes far back beyond the Mughal 

era and belongs to the same tradition as discrimination of widows. child-marriage and the 

patibrata ideal' ( Mies 1980: 66). Thus both llimlu and Muslim women became subject ln 

all the patriarchal oppressions of a caste-bound society. 

The condition of women remained almost the same during British regime u11til till' :-;•H.:i;tl 

reform movement or the nineteenth century. In this century both llindu and lslatt1ic 

reformers fought against many of these social evils. The nineteenth ccntur~ social 

reformers like Raja Ram Mohan Roy and Vidyasagar raised the issues ot' 'Sati'. Widow

marriage, Polygamy. Child-marriage. denial or Property Rights and Education liH· 

Women. Raja Ram Mohan Roy ( 1772-1833) was the foremost lu champiun \V\llllcn·~; 

cause in India. Being inl1uenced by Western liberal thought he attempted to rd(lrm lllld 

rejuvenate Hinduism. Ile was a learned person whose classical education included 

Sanskrit. Arabian and Persian. I !e had been fluent and well-read in English too. lie was 

exposed to the dissident Calcutta British radicals. Unitarians and advocates ul llcc-trmlc 

and to Locke. Bentham, Monlesquieu and Adam Smith. the liberal political thinkers ol' 

the West. Ram Mohan fought for women's rightful position at a time when vvotncn·s 

emancipation was addressed in Europe. Mary Wollstonecrall ( 1 759-97) came up with her 

1amous book !indication o( the Rights of' Women ( 1791) which had great impact in 

society. Ram Mohan is described as one of the male feminist thinkers or the nineteenth 

century, who might have been exposed to Mary Wollstonecraft's writings. Issues like 

'Sati', Polygamy, Women's Education and Women's Property Rights were addressed by 

Ram Mohan. He published pamphlets criticizing the oppression of women where he 

wrote: 

At marriage the vvifc is recognised as half of her husband, but in after-conduct 

they arc treated worse than inferior animals. For the woman is employed lu do 

the work of a slave in the house ... to clear the place ... to scour the dishes. wash 

the floor. to cook night and day. to prepare and serve food for her husband. 
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father, mother-in-law, brothers-in-law and friends and connections (N•1g ;111d 

Burman 1977: 156). 

Roy's movement and campaign against Sati moved the public opn11on against the 

practice and Government finally abolished 'Sati' by law in 1835 making it a criminal 

offence. The deplorable condition of women made Ram Mohan and other enlightened 

reformers to form Brahma Samaj to purify Hinduism and thus uplift the general condition 

of women in the country. 

Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar ( 1820-91 ), an ardent social reformer stressed on widow 

remarriage along with other ref<.m11ers like Debendranath Tagore and Dayananda 

Saraswati. Vidyasagar published a pamphlet in 1856. 'Marriage o( Ifindu Widmrs' nnd 

submitted a petition to the Government for making a Jaw 1(n widow renwrnagc. 

Ultimately Widow Remarriage Act was passed by the Government in I S56. Vidynsagar 

also raised his voice against polygamy aiong with olhcr reformers. Child rwtn iagc \\<Is 

also taken up by Vidyasagar and other social rcltnmers. Vidyasagar pointed out that 

Child-marriage was linked h) the problem of Indian vvidows J(H· many or the child bride>; 

were widowed soon allcr marriage. In 1872 Marriage Act was passed setting the hi!:!lJL'l 

age limit for marriage at 18 for males and 14 for lcmales. 

Subsequently, Right to hoperty was cnw..:ted in 1874 giving a vvidovv cqtml share ol 

husband's property equal to that of a son. Rabindnmath Tagorc established Santinikctan 

vvhich was open to women to realise their creative potentiality. ~~~nglisll education alsP 

enlightened women's minds as ChamJu Menon advocated women's education with stress 

on English education: 

If you wish to really enlighten your minds. you must learn English. whereby 

alone you can learn many things which you ought to knovv in these days and by 

such knowledge alone can you grasp the truth that you arc or the same creation 

as man. that you are as free agents as men. that women arc not the slan~s ol men 

(Menon 1965: 369). 

During thjs time of ret<.m11ation many schools I(H· women were set up. But the ninclcl'llth 

century social reformation included women on its agenda to produce gmnJ home makers 

perpetuating orthodox ideology. The politics of power played a crucial role i11 the 

nationalist ideology of making the 'hhadramahi/a · or a good llouscwi fc to the cl i tc lll<dc. 
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Still many women benefited from these reforms. They could embark on the avenues 

hitherto denied to them. Though education was mainly conLined to the higher stratc1 or 
life, Indian women:sbattle against the odds of conservatism gradually opened the scup("s 

for women education in difTerent fields. 

But so far as the male reformers are concerned, the rcf(mn movement was still directed at 

improving their efficiency as wives in terms of traditional values. As M<~jumdar 

concedes: 

Education would not turn the vvomen away from their I~Hnilial roles. but 

improve their efficiency as wives and mothers and slrellgthen the !told o/ 

traditional values on society. since women are he/fer carriers o( these l'olucs 

(Majumdar 1976: 49-50). 

Unlike male ref(wmers, women reformers 'started to overstep the home and l~uni!y limits 

envisaged for them hy the reformers' (.Jayawan.lena 1986: 90). Most of these women 

rcf(wmers were linked by hirth or marriage to families of male participants of rcl(mn 

movements. Pandita Ramabai ( 1858-1922) was one of the most prOinincllt \VOilll'll 

reformers of the time who fought f(w women's causes. She was daughter ol' a 

Maharastrian Sanskrit scholar and she herself was also a reputable Sanskrit schol<lr. ~he 

had knowledge of the gross social realities in which women in India lived and had a 

command over Hindu theology. She travelled extensively with the mission to uplill tile 

condition of Indian women. She organised women's organisations and rigorously 

campaigned for women's education and health care. She wrote ,\'thri Uhamw ;Vecli 

(Women's Religious Law) which advocated women's emancipation and attacked social 

taboos. Another of her book 771C High Caste !lindu Woman revealed the true status ol" 

women in patriarchy. Another prominent woman of the time was Ramabai Ranadc (wife 

M. G. Ranade) who actively worked f()l· the poor and the destitute. 

The restoration of the position of women in Indian society was further possible by their 

participation in the National movement under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi: 

The Congress leaders saw the advantages of mobilizing womell and ah\ il) s 

exhorted them to join the nationalist struggle as equals .... Gandhi's basic ideas on 

women's rights were equality in some spheres and opportunities for self 

development and self realisation .... lie argued that the rules of social conduct 
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must be developed only on the basis of cooperation and consultation, and should 

not be imposed by one sex on the other (Jayawardena 1986: 95). 

Gandhiji believed that woman is but companion of man gifted with equal mental 

capacities. Women have been suppressed by men under custom and law in the shaping of 

which women had no hand. He believed that every man and woman should perlunu 

his/her duty for self-realisation and social well being. He denounced that even the 

worthless men enjoy superiority over women by applying 'sheer force of vicious 

circumstances·. Gandhiji was all for women education but he stressed that men and 

women would be differently educated. 

Gandhiji wanted woman to be self-sacrificing like mythical Sita. Sita was set as the role 

model for Indian women. Promotion of ideal woman like Sita was believed to help the 

revival of Hindu ideal. This ideal womanhood also played a strategic role in the political 

struggle for freedom from British bondage. Mies points out that though (landhji 

appreciated the Indian peasant women's role. he did not have any notion of economic 

independence for women. As Mies says: 

ln Gandhi's idealised image of women her cconomtc activit). specially the 

aspect of her economic independence. is not emphasised. As the lllust imporwnt 

activity he recommends to the women spinning and '''caving. both ol which he 

considers as religious acts and conforming to the nature of woman. On the 

economic independence of women he speaks evasively. The image of the 

modern independent career woman docs not lit into Gandhi· s conception or the 

ideal woman (Mics 1980: 126). 

Yet Gandhiji's role in bringing woman emancipation cannot be denied. I Jc pa,ed the \\<I) 

for women to emerge out of shackles of slavery. His recognition and respect !'or qualities 

in women obviously shaped women's liberation movement. He emphasised on women's 

participation in nationalist struggle. Women's participation in the political and social 

spheres brought them out of the narrow confines of homes. Gandhi stressed womc.m· s 

participation in non-violent struggle. He claimed that women had greater ability to endure 

suffering and therefore they had a key role to perform in the movement. Gandhi. a 

believer of ahimsa (non,..violence), bclicveu that non-violent movement best suited to 

women who arc by nature non-violent. Women have the courage to sclf-sacrilice \\hich 

makes them superior to men. 1 Ic suggested that women were used to 'passive rcsistamT· 
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in their daily lives which would eiTectively help them to participate in movements like 

non-violence and non-cooperation led by him. He envisioned the role or women 111 

transforming the reform movement into a revolutionary one. He declared himscl L as 

'uncompromising in the matter of women's rights". He proclaimed that women should he 

treated as human beings with equal right f()r self-development. Thus Gandhi il1cilitatcd 

women's cause and inspired their participation in the political atTairs. The rcsull was 

massive entry of women in Satyagraha in 1930. lie wanted women· s education so th;1t 

they can become ideal women and carry f(xward the image of Sita having all the qualities 

of chastity, purity, endurance and courage. 

Jawaharlal Nehru's view on the position of woman was radical. His view on the status ()1· 

women is markedly di1Terent from Mahatma Gandhi. For he incorporated the need or 

economic independence to women's emancipation: 

Freedom depends on economic conditions even more than politicaL and if a 

woman is not economically tree and self-earning. she will have to depend on her 

husband or someone else and dependants arc never free ( Luthra 1976: 5 ). 

Ile emphasised that economic bondage was at the root of women's suffering. lie \Vanll'd 

complete transformation of Indian sm:icty. Being progressive in attitude he wanted that 

Indian women must educate themselves so that they can be in keeping with the changing 

conditions of society. 

I must con1css to you that I am intensely dissatisfied with the lot or the Indian 

woman today. We hear a good deal about Sita and Savitri. They arc revered 

names in India and rightly so. but I have a 1ecling that these echoes fi·om the past 

are raised chiet1y to hide our present deficiencies and prevent us from attacking 

the root cause or women's degradation in India today (Speech at Allahabad. 31 

March 1928). 

Nehru denounced that woman should have education only to be trained to be a good wif'e. 

He hated the ideas of woman's accepting marriage as profession. He wanted that women 

should get education to be able to pursue her dreams. He wanted women to be in equal 

pace with men. 

I wonder if any or you here have read Ibscn·s 'Doll's !louse·. if so. you will 

perhaps appreciate the \VOrd ·doll' when I usc it in this connection. The ruturL' or 
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India cannot consist of dolls and playthings and if you make half lhc population 

of a country the mere plaything of the other ha11: an encumbrance on others. IHl\V 

will you ever make progress? Therefore, I say that you must face the probk1n. 

boldly and attack the roots of evil (Speech at Allahabad, 31 March 1928). 

Nehru enthusiastically appreciated women's participation in nationalist struggle. But 

Nehru could recognize that women had to fight not only imperialism but also patriarchy. 

He wanted that women should acquire the quality to get freedom fi-om any bondage. 1 lc 

envisioned that India can never prosper until its \Vomcn are free citizens \Vilhout any 

domination by men. For this he wanted women to take active role to achieve freedom. ;\s 

he said: 

r should like to remind the women present here that no group. no community. no 

country, has ever got rid of its disabilities by the generosity of the oppressor. 

India will not be free until we are strong enough to force our will on England 

and the women of India will not attain their full rights by the mere generosity or 
the men of India. They will have to light for them ami l'orcc their ''ill 011 the 

men folk before they can succeed (.!mraharlol Nehru. Speech at Allahabad. 3 I 

March 1928). 

During the nationalist agitation against imperialism Indian women started participating in 

political movements. They stepped out of home and became active in the outside world. 

This was possible because of the expansion of women's education envisioned by the 

social reformers. The Indian National Congress was founded in 1885 which allm<ved 

women to be its members. Women like Annie lksant, the leader or llo111c Rule 

Movement and Sarojini Naidu. the lirst Indian woman to be elected president or the 

congress made much contribution to raise the status of woman. Naidu helped to build The 

Women's Indian Association and was the nucleus of the All India Womcn·s ConiCrcnce 

held in 1926. The National Council of Women was formed in 1925 to promote the cause 

of women. By this time women education spread drastically giving vent to a new lease or 
life for women. Modern education and urbanization helped to shape the emancipated 

women. Women writers and social reformers came f{)rward as guiding stars to inspire 

their fellow sisters who still did not come under the purview of education due to poverty 

and social taboos. Toru Dutt (1856-77), Pandita Ramabai ( 1858-1922), Swarnakumari 

Devi(l855-1932). Kamini Roy (1864-1933), Sarojini Naidu (1879-1949). to name a few. 
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are some who contributed in the literary field and worked for the restoration of E1llcn. 

sutTering and destitute women of their time. 

Women ·s participation in Social Reform Movement and Nationalist struggle obviously 

helped to gain momentum in them. But little had been won by women to free thcmschcs 

from the confines of family and home. Women did not raise their voice lu bring 

revolutionary changes in their lives. With female education, abolition of certain social 

evils and mobilization of women for political movements, an 'illusion of change' was 

created while in reality women remained in perpetual bondage of family and society. 

Vina Majumdar opines: 

... the woman·s roles within the f~unily as wives, daughters and mothers were 

re-emphasized or extended to be in tunc with the requirements of the l~llnil:v in a 

changing society (M~~jumdar 1976: 63). 

Mies also pointed out that women conformed to the prevalent ideology of the time and 

r-emained satisfied with limited space granted to them by the male leader: 

To draw women into the political struggle is a tactical necessity of any anti

colonial or national liberation struggle. But it depends on the strategic goals ol 

such movement whether the patriarchal nunily is protected as the basic Stlcial 

unit or not. The f~1ct that the women themselves accepted their limited tactical 

function within the independence movement made them excellent instruments in 

the struggle. But they did not work out a strategy f(n- their O\VIl liberation 

struggle for their own interests. By subordinating these goals to the national 

cause they con formed to the tradi tiona! l'ati brotu or S'at i ideal or the scll'

sacri1icing women (Mies 1980: I 21 ). 

From the above discussion it is presumed that though women did not show any militam:y 

to achieve more liberty, they did play an active part in the struggle against imperialism. 

This shows just another aspect of Indian women who have displayed considerable 

courage to achieve national fi·ecdom. The women who participated in the national 

movement talked of that experience as the best period of their lives. But alkr the 

nationalist movement's struggle was called ofL the women returned to their previous 

traditional lives. Thus their gains were temporary and were achieved only to be ltlst: 
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But often the women claim that some residual progress remains. The uarratin· o! 

women's 'progress' is read as three steps 1orward and two steps backvvarJ. a 

slow and imperceptible advance (Raj an 1980: 141 ). 

The absence of questions regarding the position of women in society could he located 

towards the close of the, nineteenth century. It was not that the women's question had 

been resolved. Though nationalism and the women question were closely related. the 

relation between them must have been problematical to the nationalists. Nationalism tried 

to defend everything traditional and glorified India's past. The renaissance reformers 

were highly selective in their acceptance of liberal ideas from Europe. Sumil Sarkm 

points out that on the question of the social position of women there was fundamental 

absence in every phase of any significant autonomous struggle by women themselves In 

change relations within or outside family. He points out that concern with the social 

condition of women was less an ideological preference for liberalism ami more an 

expression of certain 'acute problems of interpersonal adjustments within the l~unily' 

(Sarkar 1985: 157-72). The nationalist ideology built its resolution around a separation of 

'the domain of culture into two spheres- the material and the spiritual' (Chatterjee 1999: 

119). To overcome European domination in the material spheres colonized people needed 

to learn the superior techniques of this sphere. But imitation of western aspect of lik was 

not welcome. In fact Indian nationalists only wanted to imitate material aspect of life for 

they stressed that in the spiritual domain East was superior to the West. Without losing 

the true identity Indian Nationalists wanted to retain the spiritual distinctiveness or lndia11 

culture and make compromises in the requirements of a modern material life. With this 

the concepts of Rhar & l){[hir (the home and the world) became strong. The world came 

to represent the external domain of the material life whereas home represented our 

spiritual seit: our true identity. The women became the representation or home which 

must remain unaffected by the profane activities of the material sphere. The national 

struggle tried to protect, preserve and strengthen this domain in order keep national 

culture intact. The imitation of and the adaptation to the western norms was a necessity itl 

the outside world. At home such adaptation was considered to be annihilating one's own 

identity. 

The literature on women in this period was concerned with the theme of the threatened 

westernization of Bengali women. Suggestions were made that westernized woman was 

fund of useless luxury and did not care for the home. Under the peculiar condition PI' 
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colonial rule the very institutions of home and family were challenged. Women were 

expected not to become essentially westernized. 'There would have to be a markcli 

difference in the degree and manner of westernization of women, as distinct ti·otn men. i 11 

the modern world of the nation' (Sangari and Vaid 1986: 243 ). By this central principle 

nationalism resolved the womcn·s question. In the rapidly changing situation in parity 

with the dichotomies of home/world modern woman started to shape them sci ves. The 

result was that she was subjected to a new type of patriarchy. 

Attainment by her own efforts of a superior national culture was the mark of 

woman's newly acquired freedom. This was the central ideological strength or 
the nationalist resolution ofthe women's question (Sangari and Vaid l9X(l: 2<t5 ). 

The new Indian women aimed at cultural refinement which would establish their cultural 

superiority over both the \Vestern wornan and the preceding generation of vvomen and the 

women of the lower classes of their land who could not get access to education. 

Education became the tool to inculcate in women the typical 'bourgeois· virtues v\hich 

would ensure their ·femininity·. The adulation of women as goddess or as 111othcr \\<ls 

also emphasized in the era of nationalism. The new woman vvas said to have the ~;piritu;d 

qualities of sell'-sacrifice, benevolence, devotion, religiosity. etc. It is in this sphere that 

nationalism considered itself not to he dominated and sovereign. The nationalists linn!) 

believed that in this sphere the nation was acting on its own witbout the guidance a11d 

intervention of the imperial power. The nationalists did not want to make the \Votncn· s 

question an issue or political negotiation with the colonial state. That is \\hy in the Lite 

nineteenth century there was disappearance or the issue or 'ICmalc eJitaJlcipatioll· ,.l(llll 

public agenda of nationalist agitation. The lives or middle class \Vomcn clwngcd 111\l')t 

rapidly during the nationalist agitation outside the arena of political agitatiotl. I !Jus 

during colonized India the image or a relined, recast and regenerated wot1lan ''as created 

whom every woman should follow. Women too carried forward the legacy t~l' patriarchill 

ideology in newer forms and shapes. Kundamala Devi's appeal (1870) to her own folk 

testifies to this: 1 B OEC 2012 

If you have acquired real knowledge. then give tw place it1 your heart ltl JJI('fll 

sahib like behaviour. That is not becoming a Bengali housevvite. Sec ho\\ an 

educated woman can do housework thoughtfully and systematically in <1 \\;Jy 

unknown to an ignorant. uneducated woman. And see how i r God had not 

241110 
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appointed us to this place in the home, how unhappy a place this world would 

be! (Quoted in Chatte1jee 1989: 247) 

The construction of the image of Indian woman was thus complete. lt can be clabnralcd 

in the words of Rajeswari Sunder Raj an: 

... in the colonial encounter the Hindu 'good wi1C' is constructed as patriarchy's 

feminine ideal: she is otlered simultaneously as a model and as a signifier of 

absolute cultural otherness, both exemplary and inimitable. She is also, as 

Spivak points out; both indispensable (the justification for the imperialist project 

itself) and eminently dispensable (the sacrifice offered to an emergent western 

feminist individualism) (Rajan 1980: 47-48). 

It is pertinent to note here that the relationship between feminism and nationalism itt 

India is distinctively different from the West. Aparna Basu's comments on Indian 

feminism and nationalism are relevant to discuss the characteristic feature or \vomcn's 

movement in India: 

In India. feminism and nationalism were closely inter-linked. As the nationalist 

movement gained momentum. the goal of independence became the only 

concern for both men and women. The cause was Indian; the goal lndi<t·s 

lJ·eedom. The women's movement in India had none of the tl!a!l-\\ontatl 

antagonism characteristic ofwomen·s movements in the West (Basu 197(>: 40). 

Women's movement in India 

At this point it is necessary to have a look at the women's movement in India. The 

formation of All India Women's Conference in 1927 was instrumental in bringing about 

some reforms for women like Dissolution of the Muslim Marriage Act I tJ39 in India. In 

its first session held at Poona from 5-8 January 1927, its President Maharani Gaekwad of 

Baroda, stressed that they assembled to discuss things which were 'essential f()r the 

education and the general well-being of the future mothers of the race' (Chaudhuri 2004, 

118). The unique nature of Indian womanhood was emphasised in her address. AIWC 

goaded women in the direction of achieving ideal womanhood. It also discussed \vhcthcr 

women should participate in Indian politics or altogether retl·ain from it. I hmevcr. 

education was 'perceived a kind of panacea f()l· solving prohlcms of women. family at1d 

society' (Chaudhuri 2004: 118). In the 1irst AIWC the separation of education nn men 
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and women was stressed in view of development of vvomanhood. It was deemed tlwt 1\Jr 

the education of girls in India teaching in the ideals of motherhood was necessary. In the 

second AIWC 1928, the need of women's participation for reformation of women's 

education was reiterated as until then whatever had been done for the education of 

women had been done by men. In the third AIWC dissatisfaction was shown over the 

pre-defined conception of women's role. In the same sess1on Kamaladevi 

Chattopadhyaya expressed the need of wide and comprehensive women's Jnovemcnt 

encompassing all problems of vv·omen. AIWC Constitution enshrined in Article II dcl'incd 

its aims and objectives as not to engage in party politics. The realm of politics and the 

realm of women's welfare seemed to be mutually exclusive and antithetical. But from the 

fourth session onwards the necessity of participation in the politics vvas felt in order to 

bring social reforms for women. Gradually the voice in support of participation in politics 

grew louder. 

At the eleventh session Margaret Cousin's presidential address vvas in favour or politicd 

participation . 

... Can the Indian man or woman be free if India he a slave? ... llo\v can '' e 

remain dumb about national freedom. the very basis of all great reforms'! 

(Eleventh Session of the AIWC 23-27 December 1936, p.31) 

Rajkumary Amrit Kaur in her presidential address at the twelfth session or Al\VC 

asserted: 

Life is an indomitable whole and we cannot separate social and educational 

reform from political and economic reform any more than we can separate 

women from men (Twelfth Session of the AIWC 28-31 December 1937. p.2<J). 

At the Seventeenth session Kamaladevi Chattopadhyaya in her presidential speech stated 

that: 

To a subject people politics is its very life breath. To deny that urge is to deny 

life (Seventeenth Session of the AIWC 7-lO April 1944, p.24 ). 

At the Eighteenth session of the Conference the Resolution on fundamental Rights of 

1931 was reiterated. 
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Thus AIWC came to the stance that national liberation was a pre-condition l(n bringing 

women's liberation. The dominant discourse on women of the time was characterised by 

its desire: 

... to distinguish the more strident nature ofwomen·s demands in the West lh11n 

the legitimate ~et proper character of the Indian movement; emphasise the 

spiritual superiority of Indian woman; the non-antagonistic relationship between 

Indian men and women based on mutual acceptance of sex roles; the positive 

contribution of women in lending a higher tone to public life and linally the 

imperative need for women to take up womcn·s and children·s issues to help 

progress of Indian society (Chaudhuri 2004: 126 ). 

The distinct traces of 'Victorian notions' of women as home-makers. custodian of 

i1torality culture are clearly visible here. 

After independence. when the nation had acquired political sovereignty. it became 

legitimate to embody the ideas of rcf'orm in legislative enactments about mmriage rules. 

property rights, suffrage, equal pay. equality of opportunity etc. (Sangari and Vaid ll)R(J ). 

Indian constitution has provided women equal rights with men. Astonishingly during tl1is 

period there is disappearance of the women's question from the public arena. Indeed the 

Committee on the Status of Women in India (CSWI, 1974) enquired about the 'historical 

and ideological dimensions ofwomcn's role and status on the womcn·s question, initiated 

during the freedom struggle faded out of the public arena· (Majumdar 200 I). NO\v the 

question is whether the sile.nce of the first two decades after indepcmlence is due to the 

complete disappearance of the fight for women's rights. Maitrayce Chaudhuri :,ludics the 

period of the disappearance of women question: 

... as a period marked by: one. development concerns and attempts by the state to 

implement some of the feminist visions articulated in documents such as 'Role 

of Women in a Planned Economy' and the Constitution generally; llFo. by a 

turnabout of the state wedded at once to socialist and feminist rhetoric ami 

constitutive of social classes whose interest ran counter to these stated aillls'! 

Even a textual analysis orthc first Five Y car Plan document reveals the ruptures. 

and history bears out the rest (Chaudhuri 1996 ). The inevitable cracks began to 

appear in the Sixties. ft probably became easier two decades after independence 
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to question a state that had appropriated to itself the goodwill and struggle ot' an 

entire nation (Chaudhuri 2004: XVII- XVIII). 

By the mid-sixties it had become apparent that Government had f~1ilcd to deliver anything. 

substantial for women in India. A large number of questions about women-nunily, \vork 

distribute, male-female relationship had been raised by different women organisations. 

The decade of seventies saw women in mass movements in large numbers. The 'Total 

Revolution' of crisis-ridden Bihar and Chipko movement in the Garhwal Himalaya 

occurred in the seventies. A number of mass movements from this period contributed 

greatly to the discussion of the question of women subordination. In 1 Y73 Government 

of India appointed a National Commission to furnish reports on the status or women. Its 

report was furnished in 1975 as Towards Equality. Jashodhara Bagchi, Chairperson. West 

Bengal Commission for 'Women opines in her introduction to The Clwnging ,\'tutus o/ 

Women in ~'Vest Bengal that: 

The last three decades have been especially significant fl.n developments vvithin 

the women's movement all over India. Starting with the interventions in the 

Matlmra Rape Case which led to the united struggle of women in india. 

demanding and achieving refl.mn in the rape law, the publication or /'rman/s 

Equality. the launching ofthe Indian Association of women's studies in the carl) 

eighties. the ll.mnding of the national and state commissions for \Vomcn in the 

early nineties, down to the Supreme Court guidelines on sexual harassment at 

the workplace in 1997. This was also the period. in which the (/ovcrnmcnl of 

India, in 1993 ratified the convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination Against Women (CEDA W). accepted by the UN in 1979. 

Autonomous women's groups, committed to gender justice came into c,\istcncc 

in this phase (Bagchi 2005: 14 ). 

The period 1975-85 had been officially declared as the UN decade for women. Various 

groups and voluntary agencies have come forward to facilititate women's access to 

education and their participation in social activities in order to advance them in social 

strata. In 1977 Manushi, a journal about women and society was started by a group of 

women in Delhi. It has become a living documentary of the various aspects of womcn's 

movement in India. Subsequently, Saheli was formed as a centre ll.n women's resource. 

documentation and legal aid. After seventies many similar urban groups appeared in 
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Calcutta, Bangalore, Pune and elsewhere. Many of these groups have felt that politic:1l 

parties and mass organisations are not doing justice to the women question. ·1 he result is 

that the women question is generating intense debate. It is definite that in order to light 

exploitation of patriarchy and achieve emancipation women will have to continue to light 

men. 

A plethora of writings decoding Indian women's mythic image has emerged after the 70s. 

Among the steady stream of collections of essays on women. some have become 

trendsetters. Recasting women by Sangari and Vaid published in 1989 by the ICminist 

press Kali for Women pioneered new ways or perceiving women. Women 1'Vriting in 

India edited by Susie Tharu and K. Lalita in 1990 reinstated women· s voices through 

their own writings. The filmy and fictional representation of women so far projected them 

as benevoiem, sacriiicing and seif-etTacing- almost raised to the image or super \vometL 

Searching for the real woman and presenting the real picture of women have become a 

recurring theme in the creative writing by women. The legal enactments and \Vel f<Jrc 

measures have certainly proposed women to be equal to men. But the re:.dit_, is dillerc11l. 

A majority of Indian women cannot come under the purview of such legalities and 

welfare measures. Moreover the age-old traditions and orthodox customs arc so ingrained 

in Indian society that the female is still now considered inferior to the male though they 

have established their worth equally with men. The traditional role of Indian \vomcn has 

been reasonably questioned in the tictional projections of Kamala l\lmkamlaya. 

Nayantara Sahagal, Anita Desai, Bharati Mukhetjee, Shashi Deshpandc. Uila llarilww11 

and so on. These women novelists delineate the experiences or women at di!Tcrcut levels. 

Among them Deshpande's protagonists (all women) resemble the modern ctlH.:rgL'llt llC\\ 

woman more graphically. In a sense, they are the embodiments or present-day lmliwt 

women - some convent-educated, working and economically independent, some 

educated but still accepting marriage as profession and the plots in the process cmcr 

working class women to orthodox, conservative women. The simple experkttccs of' 

human life especially of woman's life were not paid heed to so earnestly earlier. Tlte bare 

truths of women's lives in relationships had never been so well expressed in creative 

writing in English in India. The portrayal or women in the works of male novelists cannot 

escape the charge of being partial. The problems and dilemmas of women when they 

come out of women's hands arc sure to be more realistic and true. 
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Deshpande and other Women Novelists 

Twentieth Century in India has witnessed the emergence of a constellation of \vomcn 

novelists. Shashi Deshpande is one of the most luminous stars among them to reveal the 

inner experiences of women. Other members of this constellation arc Kmnala 

Markandaya, Nayantara Sahgal, Ruth Prawer .Jhabvala, Anita Desai and Uita I !arilumn1 

to name a few, who have also significantly contributed to focus on the various 

experiences of women. Most of the women novelists writing in English project woman as 

the central figure and reveal the predicaments of woman in patriarchy. The world of 

women - their reactions and responses, problems and perceptions, emotional and 

psychological upheavals, hopes and frustrations - is delineated by them vvith insightful 

and poignant understanding. The entanglement of women in violent and vicious 

circumstances, their neurotic reactions in facing the existential crisis, their responses to 

sexual and sensual pleasures are portrayed in life-size pictures. As a major Indian English 

novelist Deshpande has unfolded the realm of silence - an extremely marginalised 

territory of women. Probing into the coqjugal relationship as well as other social 

relationships she delves deep into human psyche, especially women psyche. Therefore all 

her protagonists are women who have come to assert their individuality through inner and 

outer conflicts. The changing status of women with increasing education and clllploymcnt 

is certainly at war with the age-old traditional image of women in India. As a result the 

middle class working women in course of their lives confront the crisis arousing out o!' 

her demanded roles and the anirmation of her individuality. How this crisis is being 

handled by the emergent new women in Deshpande's novels is what leaves one gasping 

for breath. Deshpande's novels have become indeed, a manifesto of Indian womanhood 

for her exceptional way of telling the stories of women with case and accuracy. Every 

Indian woman seems to identify herself with the characters' feelings and experiences in 

the patriarchal society in some way or other. Deshpande thus unravels the hearts of Indian 

women through the fabric of her intricate designs. And in this she is markedly different 

from her contemporary women writers. Let us now consider how Deshpande's women 

are ditTercnt from other women novelists' women characters. 

One of the most outstanding women novelists, Kamala Markandaya came up with novels 

like Nectar in a ,C.,~ieve (1994), A lfandfid of' Rice ( 1966 ), and The Golden 1/oneycomh 

(1977). Her women range fi·om peasant woman (Nectar in a sin'e), to the urban poor (A 

Handful (~!Rice), to the highest circles of princely lite (The Golden Iloneycomh ). Ilcr 
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novels show cont1icts between tradition and modernity or between East and WL·st. Unlike 

Deshpande, her tragedies emerge from politics, economics and even frotu spiritual 

realities. Being an Indian woman married to an Englishman her scenes shill from India to 

England and America. She also includes characters from foreign lands. Markandaya is 

not a radical feminist voicing male female imbalance in the society. Rather she portrays 

relationships at different levels. Her women are generally conformists and traditionalists. 

She has shown feminine sensibility in depicting the consciousness of the women. I Ier 

heroines possess considerable strength to face the calamities of life. They arc \vise 

enough to compromise and adjust with the situations e.g. Rukmini (Nectar in u ,\il'l'c 1. 

They stick to Indian ethos and retain their individuality. Markandaya interrogates the 

contemporary attitudes to men. women and marriage. Acutely aware or the gender 

ditTerencc in Indian society Markandaya shows how Indian women grow to become 

traditional. 

Anita Desai has created hyper sensitive women like Maya in 0)'. 7hc peacock. Manislw 

in Voices in the City. who arc alienated from their husbands as they arc unable to 

correlate with each other. Desai sets her heroines in the contemporary urban Indian 

background. They are westernised. educated women with freedom of making choices. 

Her women confront the fundamental problems of modern life. They make 'the journey 

within' while they counteract the turmoil in the outside world and face existential crisis 

as they arc thrown into a hostile environment. The penetrating agonies of existence 

impair their ability to adjust. Desai tries to plunge in the unexplored parts of wonicn 

psychology. Her characters arc capable of introspection and do not surrender their 

individual selves to anyone. They have their own ideals of marriage and wifehood. Thev 

long for love and unison of two hearts which to them arc panacea f(Jr the ills of li!C. They 

are very much sensitive and refuse to compromise and surrender. They arc Ii·agilc 

introverts and are unable to accept the perspective of their partners and become thereby 

victims of emotional traumas and isolation. They swim against the current in their quest 

for meaning and value of life. An in-depth analysis of her novels shows that her 

characters are frustrated and arc emotionally dependents. Maya in 0~1'. the Peacock tries 

to find out a saviour in a male quite unlike Deshpande's novels. Anita Desai does not 

delineate only man women relationship. She portrays woman as a wife, mother, daughter. 

sister and above all as human beings. Anita Desai herself is of the opinion that: 
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Writing is to me a process of discovering the truth - the truth that is nine-tenths 

of the iceberg that lies submerged beneath the one-tenth visible portion we call 

reality, writing is my way of plunging to the depths and exploring this 

underlying truth ... My novels are no ret1ection of Indian society, politic). or 

character (Quoted in Mehrotra 2003: 227). 

Ruth Prawer Jhabvala has six novels in her credit -To whom She will (1955). The Nature 

(~l passion ( 1956 ), Esmond in India (1958 ), lhe Householder ( 1960), Get Rem6; fiJI' 

Battle (1962) and A Backward Place ( 1965). She has portrayed women \Vho covet 

modernity for the sake of fashion. She has exposed the real intentions of these \Vomcn. 

who embraced modernity for convenience but not out of conviction. As her women arc 

modern they refuse to conform. In her attempt to open up the hearts of these women 

Jhabvala uses sympathetic sarcasm instead of any bitterness . .ihabvala has portrayed 

trapped married women who either wriggle in pain in relationships or break loose to live 

separate lives. The Householder presents the tensions between the couple Prem and Indu. 

The newly married couple starts with the rudimentary cross-lire but in course ol' time 

overcome the irritations of not having enough money and the presence of a mother-in

law. They realise that such obstacles can be overcome with the passage ol' ti111c. Penn 

finally qualifies to be a householder when his mother leaves to join her daughter .. 1 

Backward Place is about .Judy who tries her best to sustain her husband and children. 

Judi's husband Bal is handsome and full of plans with fruitless results. Judi at last 

submits to her h1te. In To Whom S'he Will. both Prema's and Tarla ·s marriages arc 

failures. Prema's marriage to Suri is not marriage of souls and hence destined to h1ll 

apart, while Prema turns to sweets and sentimental novelettes. Tarla in To IVhon1 ,\'he Will 

and Mrs. Kaul in A Backward Place turn to Ladies· Committees ami in Cultural Dais 

respectively to overcome the shortcomings of their marriages. While .lhabvala·s The 

Widow presents Durga, a young rich widow, struggling against her fate and accepting her 

lot in life to live a humble life, her Peggy in The Aliens and Cathy in The Young Couple 

arc trapped beings fallen in uncongenial situation after marriage. Girls like .Judy and 

Peggy marry Indian husbands out of love but lind it difficult to adjust in their household 

with its inhabitants. Her women are powerless to break loose fi·01n their lots . .lhabvala has 

shown how women suffer in domestic life because of the individual"s failure to reach out 

to each other. Unlike those of Deshpandc her women arc made to submit like animals like 

cows. They do not emerge as human beings with distinct identities. MoreoYcr. Jhabvala 
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herself declared that she should not be considered as an Indian writer but rather 'as one of 

those European writers who have written about India.· Certainly she has delineated 

characters as an outside observer, a fact in sharp contrast with Deshpande who has 

delineated lived experiences. 

Nayantara Sahgal, second of the three daughters of Vijaylakshmi Pandit (Nehru's sister) 

and R. S. Pandit (a Sanskrit scholar and lawyer), has combined the personal and the 

political in her novels. She has come up with the richest section of Indian society. but she 

is concerned with the rich cultural heritage of India. She has presented women who J~n:e 

challenges in life in their search for self-fulfilment. She has shown women to have virtue. 

innocence, purity and integrity. Her women protest against the denial or fi·ccdom to 

women by orthodox and outdated social constructs. Sahgal wants women not only to 

have social and economic freedom but also to reach a mental and emotional stage in order 

to recognise their true selves. According to Sahgal women need to defy the old and 

established conventions at the same time as they should recognize their individuality and 

refuse to tolerate any J(mn of i1~usticc. Women should not be treated as 'sex object" and 

'glamour girl" 1Cd by t~1lsc dreams and fake promises. Rather they should be treated as 

honoured partners of men. Sahgal wanted to introduce a kind of new marital morality 

which would be based on mutual trust and respect free Jt·om any narrowness like 

selfishness or self-centredncss. ller conviction f(H· marital morality came lhlln her mvn 

personal experience. The shattering experience of divorce made her reveal thl' 

predicament of women 11outing the social conventions. She has tried to sho\\ hmv 111 ~~ 

free country like India women are subjected to the moral and social pressures that cripple 

their freedom. Sahga\'s intense indignation towards the l~1lse prejudices and sm:i<ll norms 

and customs is vented out in her novels. In Sahgal's works personal lll<ttl-\\<llll<lll 

relationship is juxtaposed with the impersonal world or politics. I lcr humanistic apprn;1ch 

is rctlected in her works as Jasbir Jain observes that there is genuine concern for hu111an 

values and human beings. Themes like the entrapment of women in conventional 

marriages (Rich like Us), extra-marital am1irs (Storm in Chandigarh) have been used by 

Sahgal against the political backseat of the novels to explore \Vomen's predicament. Like 

Deshpande's, Sahgal's women believe in the purity of heart and not the chastity or the 

body (Deshpande's Indu in Roots and Slzadoll's). The humanist in Sahgal believes that 

women should live being free from all kinds of inhibitions and taboos. She claimed that: 
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Perhaps both in India and the permissive West, the deciding factor before we act 

or judge the action of others should be the aesthetics of a particular situation. Is 

it guided by love and aspiration or greed or gluttony? Is there truth and beauty in 

it, or only desire for gain? (Sahgal "Adultery in Life and Literature'', The 

Sunday Standard, 28111 Sept 1975) 

She has characterised her women as 'strivers and aspirers towards compassionate world.' 

Restoration of women's respect and honour is both Deshpande's and Sahgal's 

preoccupation. But unlike Deshpande whose plots are day-to-day life of women in 

domestic spheres, Sahgal sketches on the canvas of the political sphere. 

From the above discussion it is clear that Deshpande stands distinct from some of the 

contemporary women writers. The subject matter of Deshpande's novels can be best 

described in the words of Jasbir Jain: 

The stories question the whole notion of patriarchal authority. of the subjugation 

of a woman's life to her sexual functions, the guilt which society induces in 

them when they demand freedom or think of their own emotional and 

intellectual needs. Women feel a constant need to contest the hosti lc 

environment both within and outside the home. They are viewed pri111ari ly as 

service givers (Jain 2005: 16). 

Deshpande · s intervention is distinct in the sense that all her heroines arc projected against 

the backdrop of domestic scenes. Her treatment of women is unusual for her poigtwnl 

insight into the domestic life of women held in complex relationships. The \\ay \\OillCII 

come to interact in lite with di11erent relationships has been graphically represcntcJ. All 

of them arc married and find themselves stit1ed in the domain or patriarchy both before 

and after marriage. They are victims of social constraints but they arc bold at heart. Their 

indomitable spirit makes them understand the real nature of things. Though they have 

long sufTered and tolerated the pain inllicted upon them, they arc not failures in liiC. They 

arc able to overcome every hurdle of life. They gather the power to ntce the \vurld and arc 

resolved to lind a niche for themselves. Though long deprived ofthc rightful position a11d 

though they had neglected their call or the heart. at last they gather the courage needed ll) 

face the reality. Dcshpandc's conviction in the strength within the woman is slwwn 

through her characters Fvcry pcrs(ln·s need I(H· the nourishment of the crcatiH' soul is 

also a recurring idea in her novels. ;\ person can enjoy supreme sp]ace only '' he11 silL' is 
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in pursuit of her creativity. Thus almost all her protagonists are seen to have taken refuge 

in writing which would provide them with fulfilment in life and nourishment of soul. 
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